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EWS
• Philip Johnston, Regional
Manager for Thorn EMI Heating
Lld in Northern Ireland.
APPOINTMENT
Philip lohnston is now Reg-
ional Manager for Thorn
EMI Heating Ltd in North-
ern Ireland, with special re-
sponsibilities to the mer-
chant trade, local and
specifying authorities and
fuel interests.
Philip has been with
Thorn EMI Heating for 19
years, joining in 1965 from
International Boilers and
Radiators.
Millar Greer takes over as
Area Manager in Northern
Ireland, calling on builders
and contractors, while still
retaining his service inter-
ests for Thorn EMI
Heating .
Split heat pump units -
Four wall mounted models
from 8,000 to 20,000
Btu/hr; Four ceiling
mounted models from
20,000 to 46,000 Btu/hr;
Two multi split models of
8,000 Btu/hr;
Mobile Units - Two
models available, 5,600 and
8,000 Btu/hr;
Dehumidifier One
model, type RAD.50 PDE,
3Y2Lperday;
Heat recovery ventilation
fans - three models - 66-
l25m3/hr.
ialist service on the Irish
market.
Brendan, a well known
figure in the H & V
industry, and a former
Sales Manager with Walker
Air Conditioning, brings a
wealth of experience in air
conditioning and control
systems to the new
company.
CA Controls will concen-
• Continued on page 2.
G T PHELAN WIN TOSHIBA
number of presentations
covering the overall concept
of natural gas useage;
details of a particular
changeover experience; a
consultant's views on the
installation in industrial!
commercial situations; and
an architect's brief on the
installation of natural gas in
homes.
Further details are avail-
able from loe Warren at
Dublin - Tel: 01-885001;
or Bob Armstrong at
Belfast - Tel: 084-247427.
G T Phelan of 29 Coolkill,
Sandyford, Co Dublin,
(Tel: 952234) have been ap-
pointed sole distributors in
the Republic of Ireland for
the full range of Toshiba air
conditioning products.
The choice of appliances
offered is extensive and in-
cludes through-the-wall
heat pump units; Split heat
pump units; Mobile units;
Dehumidifier; and heat re-
covery ventilation fans.
Through-the-wall heat
pump units - five models
from 10,000 to 24,000
Btu/hr;
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roundings that are most ap-
propriate.
Both New Dublin Gas
and Bord Gais Eireann will
have a very strong presence
at the show and will also be
responsible, in conjunction
with the organisers, for the
conference/seminar which
will be based on the natural
gas theme.
Details have yet to be
finalised but the program-
me is expected to begin with
a formal opening by a
Government Minister.
Thereafter there will be a
• Pat Walsh has been appointed
Consumer Service Manager of
ew Dublin Gas. Prior to joining
Dublin Gas, Mr Walshe was Tech-
nical & Services Director with
Carlile & Co Ltd, the Irish sub-
sidiary of the UK Thorn-EMI
Group.
Kilgallon Heads New
Control Firm
Brendan Kilgallon heads a
new specialist control com-
pany - CA Controls Ltd
- which has been formed
to develop and expand on
the control business pre-
viously included as part of
Coolair Ltd's package to
specifiers. The move is a re-
flection of both companies
confidence that there is a
demand for a home based
company to provide a spec-
JULY 1984
GAS IRELAND '84 EXPANDS
.,." IfIIEE.,. DEIfIIAND
Latest news on Gas Ireland
is that the organisers -
Irish Trade & Technical Ex-
hibitions (ITTEX) Ltd -
considering making
ditional space available
because of the huge
response from potential ex-
hibitors wishing to partici-
pate. Within weeks of the
original announcement of
the show, 90070 of the sites
were firmly booked up
while the remaining 10%
were covered by options.
As we went to press these
had in turn been confirmed
and hence the need for an
extension of the overall ex-
hibition floor area to en-
compass a much larger
square footage.
That Gas Ireland should
generate so much interest is
hardly surprising consider-
ing the success of the pre-
'ous two shows. However,
~ timing of the' 84 event is
.,robably even more signifi-
cant in that it coincides with
the greatest developments
this country has seen in the
energy field.
Fonowing the discovery
of natural gas in the Kinsale
field and its speedy connec-
tion to Dublin, conversion
work is now well underway
with connections and start-
ups scheduled to occur at an
ever-increasing rate over the
next few months.
In the meantime, major
distributors and manu-
facturers have been re-
sponding to this changing
situation by revising their
overall product line-ups to
include specially-designed
appliances suitable for this
new energy source.
Consequently, Gas
Ireland '84 is the ideal plat-
form from which these new
products and ideas can be
unveiled to the industry in
an atmosphere and sur-
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De Dietrich •
FLUE DRAUGHT STABILISER
& EXPLOSION DOORS
Opowrmatic
OIL & GAS WARM AIR HEATERS
& STAINLESS STEEL FLUE PIPE
.-fleM
ELECTRIC TRACE
HEATING TAPES
LANDON IINGSWAY
FIRE PROTECTION
AND OVERFILL ALARMS
& CABINETS
SMC 8:E RANGE
Glandless Industrial Heatinq Circulators
._------
~IParkray INSTRUMENTS LTO
Solid Fuel Room Heating Systems TANK CONTENT GAUGES
HEATING CONTROLS & DEVICES, 6 BALLYORAN LANE, DUNDONALD, BELFAST BT160TL. TEL: 5111 TELEX: 747536
Distributor:
HEATING CONTROLS &DEVICES (I)
A DIVISION OF FERGUSON (IRELAND) LIMITED
45 BROOMHILL CLOSE, AIRTON ROAD, TALLAGHT,
DUBLIN 24. TELEPHONE 521533
1111.1
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• Aboard the Danish LPG tanker Eva Tholstrup on its arrival in New
Ross port were Val Gunning, Chief Executive, Calor Gas Division, Calor
Teoranta; Captain Jack Truelsen, Captain of the Eva Tholstrup; and Jim
O'Shea, Managing Director of Campus Oil Ltd. in New Ross.
FIRST LPG SHIPMENT INTO
NEW ROSS PORT
• Mahon + McPhillips:
Mahon + McPhillips Ltd
(Construction) have moved
address and are now located
at Landscape House, Land-
scape Road, Churchtown
Dublin 14, (Tel: 984155;
980210/980175).
• •
• •
• •
BRIEFLY.
BRIEFLY.
BRIEFLY.
• Saving energy: Energy
Management Systems in
Buildings is the title of an
excellent publication
published earlier this mont
in the UK by acknowledg
Dr Philip Gardner. Copie
are available from Energy
Publications, PO Box 147,
Grosvenor House, High
Street, Newmarket CB8
9AL, (Tel: 0638 663030).
Price is £15 Sterling.
• Additional Oil Block for
Licensing
The Tanaiste and Minister
for Energy, Dick Spring,
TD, offered an additional
block - block 50/4 - for
licensing in the Third Off-
shore Exploration
Licensing Round. In his
statement of 29th February,
1984 announcing details of
the Third Round, the Tan-
aiste said that addition
blocks might be added
the 76 originally on offer.
revised list and map
showing the blocks on offer
in the Round, including,
block 50/4, is now avail-
able.
The Tanaiste said that, as
is the case for all other
blocks on offer in the
Round, he has arranged to
have a speculative seismic
survey conducted over
block 50/4, the results of
which will be available to
the industry in the near
future.
Calor will be utilising its
New Ross base to service
the Wexford, Waterford
and Kilkenny areas where
the company has a large
number of industrial LPG
users such as Waterford
Glass, Waterford Foundry,
Bemico, Kilkenny Design
Co and Kilkenny Gas Co.
From this storage termin-
al, Calor also supplies a
large number of its car gas
automotive outlets in the
South East area.
Val Gunning, Chief Ex-
ecutive, Calor Gas Divis-
ion, Calor Teoranta, bel-
ieves that the new facility
will enable Calor to develop
its industrial business in the
area and that, because of its
location, it will ensure a
first class delivery service to
all customers during
periods of peak demand.
CIBS
Ladies
Night
The CIBS Ladies Night this
year will be celebrated on
Monday, 24 September,
1984, by a visit to the plush
John Player Theatre on the
South Circular Road.
The occasion is the
opening night of the Irish
Premiere of "Chicago" .
This brash, sophisticated
Broadway Musical is by
John Kander and Fred Ebb,
who wrote the musical
"Cabaret" .
The show is being
presented by Take 4 Pro-
ductions, who have staged
such shows as "The Fanta-
sticks", "A Funny Thing
Happened on the Way to
the Forum", and the Irish
Premieres of "Cabaret",
"Promises, Promises", and
"Mack and Mabel".
It promises to be a very
entertaining evening.
system with a Winchester
hard disc drive and up to
100 data acquisition panels.
Geamatic is a Swedish
company offering an exten-
sive range of electronic con-
trols which include weather
compensators, multi-stage
temperature and humidity
controllers, duct immer-
sion/outside and room det-
ectors, valves and actuat-
ors.
Geamatic also produces a
range of annunciators and
smoke detectors which CA
expect would be of interest
to other suppliers, O.E.M's
and panel builders.
A full after sales service is
provided from CA Controls
premises at Cookstown
Industrial Estate, Tallaght,
Co Dublin (Tel: 511244)
and Mallow Road, Cork
(Tel: 503630).
was completed a little earl-
ier this year, represents a
joint investment of
£600,000 by Calor and
Campus Oil Ltd. It has a
storage capacity of 600
tonnes and increases
Calor's overall storage fac-
ilities in Ireland by some
10% .
Calor Teoranta brought the
first ever bulk shipment of
LPG into New Ross port
earlier this month. The
shipment of 500 tonnes of
gas was for the new Calor
storage facility which is
built on the Campus Oil
complex in New Ross port.
The Calor facility, which
• Continued from front cover.
trate on the industrial,
commercial and heating
sectors and is the exclusive
distributor for Barber Col-
man and Geamatic of
Sweden.
Barber Colman's En-
vironmental Controls Divis-
ion, one of the largest
manufacturers of
pneumatic controls in the
USA, provides a complete
range of electronic and
pneumatic controls as well
as building automation sys-
tems. This ranges from the
"Supervisor Energy Man-
agement System", with 64
point capability and stand-
ard software for power
demand control, on/off
control, duty cycle, opt-
imum start and direct
digital control, to the 4000
point "Direct System", a
full facilities management
BOLTON STREET REFRIGERATION COURSE
Tom Dinnigan and Paul
O'Brien, two very know-
ledgable experts in the field
of refrigeration, are to be
the host lecturers for a new
course entitled "Science &
Technology of Refrigerat-
ion" which is scheduled to
commence sometime
2 IHVN, July 1984
towards the end of Sept-
ember at Bolton Street
College of Technology.
It will be a part-time
evening course lasting over
two years covering such
subjects as engineering
science, refrigeration tech-
nology and drawing.
The course content
proper will be broken down
to electricity; refrigerants;
maths; controls; heat; com-
pressors; fans and pumps;
engineering drawing; lub-
ricants; wiring diagrams;
and safety.
Intending students can
either contact Bolton St
College direct or wait until
the end of September when
advertisements will appear
in the national papers de-
tailing the evening and loc-
ation set aside for en-
rolment.
4
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will increase the sales
thrust. Development,
manufacture, service and
technical back up will
benefit in the same way."
Follow the
Masterair Way
Pat Nolan and Vincent
Garvey were singled out by
the IDA recently to feature
in their first booklet design-
ed to encourage those made
redundant and out of work
to start up their own
businesses.
Pat and Vincent got to-
gether in 1978 to form
Masterair and decided to
manufacture air condition-
ing units similar to those
previously imported by the
company for which they
• Continued on page 6.
J&S and Balmforth
Join Forces
Two leading warm air com-
panies, Johnson & Starley
and Balmforth Warm Air
are combining forces under
Bullough plc ownership to
increase sales of gas-fired
warm air central heating
systems to house builders.
Balmforth, based at Luton,
has been bought by Bul-
lough who acquired market
leaders Johnson & Starley
last year.
Under the new arrange-
ment, manufacture of air
heaters will be concentrated
eventually at the modern
J&S plant on the Brackmills
Industrial Estate at
Northampton.
Hal Roake, Managing
Director of Johnson &
Starley, explaining the logic
of the move, says: "Gas
warm air, at present a
minority form of heating,
has great potential; putting
the two companies together
• Valve designers and manufacturers, Hattersley Newman Hender, have
become the first company world-wide to gain Kitemark Licences for their
complete ranges of metric cast iron gate, check and waterworks valves.
Pictured with the licences is HNH's Technical Director, Dr John
icholson.
staff will be responsible for
servicing both new and
existing Copes Vulcan
customers.
Permatron executives will
liaise closely with Robin
Tomlinson, Copes Vulcan's
Area Manager for Ireland.
Copes Vulcan of Wins-
ford, Cheshire, England
designs, manufactures and
supplies a wide range of
orthodox and special-
purpose automatic control
valves and contact desuper-
heaters of the fixed orifice,
variable orifice, variable
spray and combined
pressure reducing types.
The company also supp-
lies sootblowers and assoc-
iated control systems under
the "Vulcan" name and
manufactures under license
"Jerguson" liquid level
gauges and valves.
Sept 24 Ladies Night
- Musical "Chicago"
- John Player Theatre Dublin
- 7.15 pm
Sept 29 Site Visit
- Cable Factory
- Athlone
10nday
eIJpE5 IIUl.eAN
AppGINT. pERMATRGN
Thursday & Sept 14 & Meeting of all Regional
Friday Sept 15 Chairmen
- Trinity College Dublin
Saturday
CIBS September Diary
Thursday Sept 13 Lighting Evening
- Thorn Lighting Developments
- Engineers Club, Dublin
- 6 pm for 6.30 pm
GOOD PROSPECTS FOR HiVSHOW
H& V Review the English- good business and conviv-
based heating and ventilat- iality.
ing journal, is again holding Visitors can be sure of a
a broad ranging exhibition warm welcome from the
in Dublin. The dates are leading H & V suppliers.
29/30 August and the venue For stand space contact
is The Burlington Hotel. Russ Jackson or Elsi Clark
With two Dublin shows on 01-684 4082 (Travelling
held in previous years, the Exhibitions Ltd, III St
• Greg Traynor with Tom O'Reilly, Manager, John Player Theatre, and Review's Irish exhibitions James's Road, Croydon
Paddy Clonan. have a reputation for both CR92TH).
IHVN. July 1984 3
• Mike J Cafferkey, Director of
Permatron, Copes-Vulcan's new
agents in the Republic of Ireland.
rmatron Ltd of Main St,
arrigaline, Co Cork have
been appointed agents for
Copes-Vulcan in the
Republic of Ireland.
The company's Director,
Mike J Cafferkey, and his
5
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OurnewSuperconvectorradia
Speciallydesigned to economise both in space and
energy consumption, the new Superconvector now
offers awiderchoice of installation options and ahigher
heat output per square metre.
A newly developed welding technique from
THORN EMI Heating has made possible the position'
ing of convector fins to waterway channels,so there's
more metal contained within small dimensions.
That means an improved heating response because
there's less water content and more heat for far less
?pace.Andsmallersize means awiderchoiceofpositions
maroom.
Available in singleanddouble panel form,plus three
standard heights, the Superconvector features
the same smooth rounded top as our existing range of
panel radiators. It has the same excellence ofdesign 6
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tor-higheroutput in less space.
and finish, quality of manufacture and testing. It offers Send for details of the full Superconvector ~
the same unbeatable ease of installation.And,ofcourse, range now. B5352B 1977
it fits just about anywhere. W 0 AND 42D6 19B3
Together,THORNEMIHeating'sSuperconvector I I ITH RN EM. Heating
and panel radiators offer the perfect mix, the most -l..........
efficient and attractive installations possible. .w·wm." ~~~~~~~v;~~~h:~e(o~~;I~~;;;~;~~e~~~~~~~eQh~a~~~~~:d~3~;1
THORN EMI Heating puts theheaton the competition again,7
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Spares
APV Hall products: Grasso; Stern; Witt Pumps.
Condensers and Condensing Units
APV Hall Products D5 page 42
Cooling Towers
APV Hall Products D5 page 42
Grilles, Louvres
Punkah and Drum B7 page 28
• Butterfly Valves: The re-
vision of BS 5155 Butterfly
valves is one of a series of
revised standards for valves
that are designed to meet
the majority of require-
ments and to assist both
manufacturers and users.
It specifies requirements
for size, rating, design,
materials, marking and
preparation for transport
and storage for double
f1anged and wafer type
butterfly valves with nomi-
nal pressure up to PN 25
and Class 300, in the
nominal size (DN) range
DN 40 to DN 2000 and 1Yz
in to 24 in respectively. The
PN 2.5 pressure designation
is deleted and the pressure
range is extended to include
Class 150 and Class 300.
AP' Hall Limitedl
Who Reps Whom?
Refrigeration
APV Hall Products Dl page 39
Air Conditioning and Ventilating
Deltaclima BI pages 21-22
BIO pages 29-30
Qualitair. BI0 pages 29-3
Cold Stores and Refrigeration Display Units
APV Hall D2 page 39
Heat Pumps
Qualitair. BI3 page 33
Deltaclima Not Shown
The appropriate side
panel with the cut-out re-
moved is attached to the
boiler with a single screw.
Finally, the boiler is
offered to the wall where
screws secure it to the flue
box. All that remains is to
connect the pipework and
the electrical supply. It is
vital to correctly seal the
boiler casing to the boiler
prior to commissioning.
The boiler must not be run
without the cashing being in
the fixed, secure position.
Compressors
APV Hall Products D3 page 40
Sterne.
We would like to draw readers' attention to the recent
publication of "Who Represents Whom?" where we
possibly gave the impression that APV Hall Ireland no
longer represented various manufacturers of air condition-
ing and ventilation equipment. Should there be any doubts
as to what precisely the company does, we would like
readers to note the following details when consulting the
Directory.
APV Hall Ireland Ltd represent the following manu-
facturers of:
SAVING FUEL
WITH C&F
The new fanned Glow-
worm from C&F compares
favourably with other
manufacturer's products of
the same kind in having
smaller dimensions, reduc-
ed weight, higher effici-
ency, the longest flue exten-
sion and the smallest flue
terminal.
It is claimed to be the
only one capable of being
installed under a work sur-
face, the only one that can
offer internal fixing on all
outlets, rear, or side in
standard or extended flue
form, has no permanent
pilot and is therefore more
energy efficient, and elimin-
ates pilot outage problems
on high rise buildings. It
also has a single-user
control to simplify consum-
er operation.
In their presentations
Glow-worm do not hesitate
to say so and to name
names. They also claim that
it is cheaper.
There are two outputs of
Fuelsaver: 35,000 and
50,000, with an efficiency
of 80070 at top output. It can
operate on a minimum
static head of only 8" which
makes it very useful for
bungalows or flats. An
optional extension flue kit
is available from 23 inches
up to 77 inches.
Installation: A cardboard
template is provided which
fixes the position of the
boiler and the flue outlet by
taking a level along. The
boiler can be fitted to
within W' of the flank
wall.
With the flue box
temporarily mounted on the
wall, the distance to the ex-
terior surface of the wall is
measured. The flue inner
duct is then cut to a length
of 'A' plus 25 mm. The
telescopic outer sleeve is
adjusted to the required
length - which is 'A' plus 6
mm and taped up.
Next, the flue box is as-
sembled to the flue set.
The flue duct is now
pushed through the wall
and the flue assembly secur-
ed to the wall. The flue
terminal, complete with its
self-adhesive seal is then
secured to the outside wall.
• Continued from page 3.
had worked.
Following an approach to
the IDA they were sub-
sequently approved for aid
under the Small Industries
Programme and now, four
years later, they are one of
the leading manufacturers
of air conditioning units in
the country.
Today they employ 35
people at their Finglas plant
and are experiencing a
continuous growth pattern
for their produce in the
Irish marketplace.
New Crane
Digest
The Service Division of
Crane Ltd, having widened
its industrial maintenance
service capability through
the acquisition of IMI Ser-
vice Division, and the more
recent acquisition of Comid
Engineering Ltd, has
published a new 16-page
Digest of the Division's ser-
vices and supplies.
These relate to high
quality, guaranteed re-
conditioning, repair, and
servicing of components
and equipment which are
subject to wear. In
particular, those generally
used in process industries,
production engineering,
and installations and
machinery having rotating
parts.
The facilities of the Ser-
vice Division are pertinent
to fluid handling products
and systems of all makes,
types and sizes, and are
especially relevant to
valves, pumps, compressors
and heat exchangers.
Additionally, the
Division manufactures, re-
pairs and refurbishes dies,
moulds, and extrusion and
injection screws. It also has
a unique capability for
spiral welding, and its sheet
metal fabrication service
provides high quality duct-
ing for heating and ventilat-
ing systems, and dust and
fume exttaction.
All these activities are de-
scribed in the Digest which
is freely obtainable from
Crane Ltd, Public Relations
Department, 107-109 High
Street, Chipping Ongar,
Essex CM5 9DX.
6 IHVN, July /984 8
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m.orespeed.
Faster assembly with fewer fittings
and less wastage. That'S what Terrain
plastics soil, waste and trap systems offer.
With Terrain, you can build a
complete soil stack with as few as six
fittings. Saving you time and effort. While
our prefabricated stacks go up even faster.
Thanks to Terrain solvent weld,
joints are clean and strong. They stay that
way, too.
Terrain also saves on breakages
with easy-stacking plain ended pipes. And
you can use the off cuts.
So if you're looking for soil and
waste systems that give you all the
advantages, choose ours. They're every
bit as good as Terrain rainwater and
underground systems.
Unidare Limited,
Fimdas,
Du61in 11.
Telephone nl801 for technical advice
9
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ZWICKY APPOINT MONSONGAS LINK IN
DOUBT
Just as we went to press it appeared as
if the Northern Ireland/Kinsale Gas
link-up was about to collapse follow-
ing a request by the authorities that
the Dublin Government should re-
duce the cost of the gas by 50070 of
that proposed when the agreement
was signed last year.
Their argument is that circum-
stances have changed since then to
such an extent that, without a 50%
reduction, the arrangement is simply
too expensive.
However, Tanaiste and Minister
for Energy in the Republic, Dick
Spring, TD, stated in °a BBC
Northern Ireland interview that there
was no room for a reduction on the
pricing structure originally agreed.
He said that the long and protract-
ed negotiations leading up to the final
agreement had taken nearly three
years and that the tough bargaining
involved meant that his Government
had gone as low as they could. °
A further reduction in the agreed
price, he went on, would simply make
the proposition uneconomic for the °
the Republic.
Both sides appear to be entrenched
at the time of writing and, with such
an attitude prevailing, the outlook
appears pretty grim.
However, sanity will have to
prevail in the end. The deal is too
important for both Governments and
their respective economies to be
allowed to collapse.
Let's hope that the 50% difference
in opinion is just initial posturing
prior to further negotiations at which
some compromise will be agreed.
Crane Acquires BVMI
Crane Ltd has purchased the trading
assets of the Wolverhampton based
valve manufacturer BVMI Ltd in re-
ceivership, and will continue its
activities as CRANE-BVMI.
The BVMI product line embraces
many types of specialist valves and
accessories, steam traps and pipeline
strainers, and condensate pumping
units, mostly marketed under the re-
nowned MIL and TRENT brand
names.
8 IHVN, July 1984
G W Monson & Sons Ltd, Newtown-
ards, Co Down, have recently been
appointed agents for Zwicky Engine-
ering throughout Ireland.
Zwicky has been involved in fluid
handling for 60 years and the vast
experience gained over this period is
reflected in the quality of the pro-
ducts now produced. Various types of
valves and filters are manufactured
ranging from ~" diameter control
valves to 36'~ diameter screen type
filters used for cooling water and
crude oil. Handpumps Jor a variety
of applications are also included in
our product range.
Zwicky are the sole UK distributors
BRIEFLY . ..
At the recent Balmorill Show Weir
Agencies introd~ced the Rexovent
heat recovery and ventilation system.
The launch, coupled with that of
Heatkeeper °Homes a division of
Walker Timber of Scotland, intro-
duced a combination of low energy
housing coupled with the elimination
of condensation problems. The sy-
stem, a hot air system operates from a
roof sited recovery unit all coming in
package form for ease of installation.
******
Recently formed Gasmech Ltd, a
company to service the gas industry
have appointed Mr John Torrington
as technical sales engineer.
******
Mr Georg Sterling of the Coal Advis-
ory Service was the winner of the first
prize at the Selkirk Potter Cowan golf
outing at Bangor golf club. The prizes
were presented by Mr Ron Buttery
U.K. Sales Director of Selkirk and
Mr. B. AlIen, Managing Director of
Potter Cowan.
******
Craigavon Heat Exchangers Ltd -
Portadown based have had to take an
extra manufacturing staff as the
result of the success of their "Mezer"
range of boilers.
for the Viking Pump, manufactured
by the Viking Pump Company of
Cedar Falls, Iowa, who have been
building positive displacement pumps
for handling a wide range of fluids
since the beginning of this century.
Zwicky do not just supply the Viking
pump; they design pumping sets for
specific application, such as petro-
chemical products, solvents, paints,
fats, foams, batters, glues and ab-
rasive fluids.
Zwicky are also the sole UK
distributors for the Penberthy range
of liquid level gauges and valves, both
reflex and transparent types.
At a recent press conference
Arnold Hatch and Jim Mulholland,
Director of Craigavon Heat Exchang-
ers, welcomed their association with
their new factors International Fact-
ors Ltd. represented by their manager
Trevor Hends.
******
This year sees what must be a mos
unusual anniversary, in fact it would
be interesting to hear from our
readers if any company can better the
record of John Hind & Sons Ltd of
Prince Regent Road, Belfast who are
celebrating having been agents for
Holden & Brooke Ltd for 100 years.
This means that the Belfast based
company has held the agency pract-
ically since the inception of this inter-
nationally famous pump manu-
facturer.
******
W.J. Hogg Ltd, Donegall Road,
Belfast has been appointed N.I. agent
for Acoustic Engineering Services
manufacturers of noise and vibration
control equipment.
••••*.
Ergas, have announced that they in-
tend moving their present storage and
distribution depot at Larne to a new
10
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Alpha Controls
29th May 1984.
Irish H. & V. News
12 Mount Charles
BELFAST
BT? lNZ
ATTENTION OF MR. BOB ARMSTRONG, GENERAL MANAGER
RE: - ADVERl' IN APRIL ISSUE
Dear Bob
I \\Quld like to express our thanks for the advert in the April
Issue of Irish H. & V. News. The advert was presented and
positioned absolutely right for us and we have received several
conplem=nta:ry rerrarks from clients.
The feature an the Belfast Telegraph Re-developrrent itself was
extrerrely infonnative and worthwhile and our associated advert
has enabled rrany people to knCM of our coopany's total capa-
bility in such a project.
Once again, rrany thanks for your assistance.
Yours sincerely
OCNNIE M. FOREMAN
Managing Director.
57 FITZROY AVENUE BELFAST Bn 1HT
Telephooo 230233 (3 lines' Reg No N.I 12641 Epoo AutomatIOn Lld TlA Dlfttelors R M FOREMAN (Mon.L NE FOIlEMAN. M FOREMAN. M I COWDY. J ;IODGERS
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site within the Belfast Harbour estate.
Despite the Kinsale announcement
Ergas are planning to expand their
market and they hope that this move
will facilitate an increase in their
capacity.
••••••
Thermomax, the Bangor-based solar
panel manufacturers, have. come to
an agreement whereby B.P. will
become their distributors in Portugal.
This is a further extension of the com-
pany's European activities having
already come to a similar agreement
with Hoval the Swiss based company
to act as their distributors in
Northern Italy .
••••••
While not within the usual compass
of this journal's coverage, we must
still congratulate Belfast Consultants
Kirk McClure and Morton and the
main contractor Charles Brand & Son
(NI) Ltd on being awarded the
Concrete Society of Great Britain's
first prize, for the best concrete
structure completed in the UK in
1983.
The prize was awarded for the con-
struction and design of the new North
Brackcoater at Bangor Harbour, Co
Down.
••••••
Glen Mechanical Services of Mount-
ain Mall, Lyoneil Road, Belfast have
been appointed N.!. distributors for
the products of Grada-Netaline.
••••••
Purimachos Ltd have appointed
Brian McCowan as their Scottish and
Northern Ireland representative.
••••••
• lan McKay, Marketing Manager, Calor.
10 IHVN, July 1984
HARVEY
HEATING
FIRST
Harvey Heating apprentices, having
already won first and third places in
the Northern Ireland competitions,
did even better in the National
competitions held for the first time in
Belfast on Saturday, 23 June.
Pictured are Brian Patterson
(Lisburn College) who won first prize
with Samuel Glass, Newtownabbey
College, who came second. Also
pictured is Fred Law, lecturer in
plumbing, at Lisburn College. This is
the second year in succession that a
pupil from Lisburn College has won
the competition.
Well done lads!
• Leslie Cree, General Sales Manager, Calor•
• Brian Patterson, Lisburn College, who won
first prize with Samuel Glass, Newtownabbey
College, who came second. In the centre is Fred
Law, lecturer in plumbing at Lisburn College.
Calor
Appointments
Ian McKay has been appointed
Marketing Manager with Calor,
Northern Ireland's largest supplier of
liquid petroleum gas to the domestic
and industrial market.
Ian, who has been with Calor for
10 years, was educated at Larne
Grammar School and has a science
degree and a diploma in business
administration from Queen's
University. He is single and is an
active member of Larne Rugby Club
and of Larne Bowling and Tennis
Club.
Leslie Cree has been appointed
General Sales Manager for Calor,
Northern Ireland's largest supplier of
liquid petroleum gas to the domestic
and to the industrial market.
Leslie, who has been with the Calor
Group for 16 years, was educated at
Bangor Grammar School and at the
Belfast College of Business Studies.
He is married and has two sons and
lives in Bangor.
Calor, who have recently opened a
new administration and storage
facility at Airport Road West,
employ 240 people in Northern
Ireland.
12
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Mono-Max,Duo-Max and Platti
cavity fixings from Thorsmans
give you extra advantages.
They give a good and safe grip and adapt them-
selves to different thickness of the board. One
single type is good for boards from 3 to 35 mm.
They also have two other important quali-
ties in common. You mount them as quick as a
screwplug and they stay in the wall even if you
remove the screw.
You have four different types to choose from:
MONO-MAX
For fitting light objects in boards 3-26 mm.
You use it with a common woodscrew.
DUO-MAX
Suits boards 3-35 mm and can take up to
20 kg of load. Available with screw and hook.
PLAnI
Gives excellent fixing in all boards from
3-35 mm and up to 40 kg of load. Available
with screw and hook.
TMX
Fire proof metal fixing in eight dimensions.
The largest has a 40 mm grip and can take up to
60 kg of load.
TMX has a specially headed screw suitable
for use with slotted and star type screwdrivers.
Thorsmans cavity. fixings stronger than the wall itself.
The fixing specialist in Drogheda.
Factory and sales:
Industrial Estate, Donore Road, Drogheda, Co Louth, I~eland.
Tele No. 041 36541. Tlx No: 31824 TilL El.
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• An incredible sight! The enormous air handling unit, manufactured by • One of the Holland Heating air handling unit production areas.
Holland Heating and installed on the roof of the KLM Building, close by
Amsterdam's Schipol airport.
/2 IHVN. July 1984
Following Walker's
appointment by Holland
Heating recently, On-Site
travelled to the company's
headquarters in Waalwijk
near Amsterdam to
investigate the background
behind Europe's leading
manufacturer of air
handling units. Holland
Heating's growth since its
formation in 1955 has been
nothing short of
spectacular with export
orders now accounting for
15070 of annual turnover,
less than four years after
the company started
actively promoting itself
outside of the Netherlands.
I was accompanied on
the trip by Walker
Director, Michael Buckley
'who, in addition to
'Iooking after the more
practical elements of our
fact-finding mission, also
organised some beautiful
meals and entertainment.
A particular highlight of
the trip was our visit to the
Waalwijk Town Hall
where we were received by
the equivalent of our own
Lord Mayor. This was a
very special honour which
also reflected the high
standing of Holland
Heating within the local
community.
On arrival at Schipol
Airport we were met by
Holland Heating senior
executives, among them
Managing Director Hank
Dekkers, who were our
hosts for the duration of
our two day trip.
As for the company
itself, Holland Heating's
history goes back to 1955
when founder F de Wind
signed a licensing
agreement with an
American company, ILO,
for the production of
centrifugal and rooftop
fans - the first of their
kind to be produced in
Europe. The first fans
were assembled in what
had been a mushroom
nursery measuring 400 sq
m. In 1963 Holland
Heating acquired industrial
premises of 2,500 sq m at
Waalwijk where there was
provision for future
expansion of a further
7000 sq m. This was very
quickly taken up.
By then the development
of air handling units had
begun, founded then, as
now, on a philosophy of
top quality engineering and
technological expertise,
backed by service
unparalleled in the
industry. Operating firmly
on this sound engineering
base, the company quickly
became established as the
industry leader in the
Netherlands. The largest
rooftop unit in Europe was
built for the Royal Dutch
Airlines computer centre.
The Ministry of
Education and the Royal
Library installed Holland
Heating units and placed
the first big orders for the
company's heat recovery
wheels.
Holland Heating has
always appreciated the
requirement for continuing
research and development
and rapidly invested
heavily in their own
research facility which was
opened in 1970. There, a
large number of
highly-qualified specialists
devote themselves to
further improving the
quality of existing products
and to the development of
product innovations.
Consequently, a great
number of industry patents
are held by Holland
Heating.
Now the company has
production facilities of
28,000 sq m and, in
addition to its series K, C
and M air handling units,
also manufactures rooftop
units, including
refrigeration plant and
cooling towers, complete
14
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• • Visits Holland Heating
• A Holland Heating air handling unit, type K.
boiler houses, air
compressors, machine
rooms for elevators,
complete suction systems
and transformers for
power supply companies.
Additionally, the
company produces air
handling components such
as fans and dampers,
aluminium roof fans,
omputer room cooling
ystems, control systems
designed specifically for
the air handling process
designated Aircomp 16,
Airspeed 3 thyristor fan
control and Airwheel 2 -
a control system for
"ceramic" heat recovery
wheels.
The full range of quality
air handling units covers
air volumes from O.3m3/s
up to 30m3/s. Various
versions, such as sandwich
panel units, multi-zone
units, weatherproof units
and many others can all be
supplied. Besides the
standard range, the
options for custom built
equipment are almost
limitless, allowing the
designer complete
versatility. Regenerative
and recuperative heat
recovery systems are also
significant elements in the
product offering.
Holland Heating air
handling units series 'K'
and 'c' are made in 14
standard section types. By
combining the specific
sections required it is
possible to compose
combinations ranging from
the simplest fan sections to
the most sophisticated air
handling unit. Their
flexible design allows the
construction of either
horizontal or vertical units.
The large number of
section, variants contributes
to the realisation of a neat
and highly-finished whole,
even with the most
complex combinations.
There are sections
available to mix, measure
and filter the air. Water or
steam humifidication,
heating, cooling, and
attenuation can all be
provided in accordance
with specific design
requirements.
Design, materials and
finish of the Holland air
handling equipment
facilitate application in
both comfort installations
and industrial projects.
Walker, as sole distributor
throughout the UK and
Ireland, has experienced
application engineers in its
various offices who can
assist on product
application and the
• A Holland Heating type III C module.
company will take
responsibility for all
aspects of commissioning
and servicing.
Walker has already
supplied Holland air
handling equipment to
several prestigious projects
throughout the UK and
Ireland, such as Syntex,
Mostek, Atari, Rowntrees,
STC, The Belfast
Telegraph, John Menzies
and the Scottish Office.
Just to complete the
comprehensive service that
Walker provide, Holland
power ventilators are also
available through this same
source. All are made of
first-class corrosion-proof
sheet aluminium. Standard
fans can also be provided
with special protective
coatings against pollution
or chemical corrosion and
variable speed or '
explosion-proof motors
can be fitted. The full
range of accessories is also
available through Walker
Air Conditioning.
holland heating
waalwijk -the netherlends
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BTU GOLF SOCIETY
Pump Services at
Newlands
The Society's June outing
was held at Newland's Golf
Club. In past years
Newlands has been the
venue for the April com-
petition and the members
found the course much
more enjoyable in summer
conditions. The outing was
sponsored by Pump
Services Ltd who were re-
presented by Brian Farrell.
As can be seen from the
results below the scoring
was very keen and it took
local knowledge from the
winner Liam Stenson to
clinch the honours. Eddie
Egans score of 41 pts was
helped by a hole in one at
the 16th. Finally, here is the
match play draw:
Semi-finals match play
draw: John Lavelle v E
Vickers at Strokestown; J.
B Doherty v T Gillen or J
English at Delgany.
Winner: Liam Stenson
(Newlands) 42 pts.
Class 1: Brian Farrell
(Deer Park) 41 pts; Runner-
up: Ted Bourke (Dun
Laoghaire) 39 pts.
Class 2: Eddie Egan
(Hermitage) 41 pts; Runner
-up: Terry Gleeson (New-
lands) 39 pts.
Class 3: J B Doherty
(Delgany) 39 pts; Runner-
up: Garvin Evans (Royal
Dublin) 38 pts.
Front 9: John White 20
pts; Second: Peter Reynolds
20 pts.
Back 9: Mike Askey 22
pts; Second: Pat Costello 21
pts.
First Visitors: Peter
Dunne, 40 pts; Second:
Noel McKeon 39 pts.
• The winner of the Pump Services sponsored outing at Newlands, Liam
Stenson.
• Garvin Evans, Captain BTU, with Eddie Egan and Brian Farrell of
Pump Services, sponsor.
• Garvin Evans, Captain BTU, with John Doherty and Brian Farrell .
• Garvin Evans, Captain BTU, with Brian Farrell and the Vice Captain,
Newlands.
14 IHVN. July 1984
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'GOLF
AWAY'
AT
WESTPORT
• Paddy Clonan!
The Society's annual "Golf
Away" was held at West-
port, with members and
their ladies enjoying the
facilities of Westport Golf
Club and the non-golfers
taking in the many tourist
attractions available in the
area. The conditions were
ideal for leisure activities
with the golf competitions
being the dominant feature
of the weekend.
The best score returned in
the men's competition was
42 points by John Lavelle
who was three shots over
par for the back nine,
despite four putting the
long par three 12th. In the
ladies competition Pat Egan
and Lilian Baker both had
scores of 33 points with the
decision in favour of Pat
Egan on the last six.
Brendan Byrne and his
lady wife, Olga, represented
Sanbra Fyffe Ltd who
generously sponsored the
weekend prizes, receptions
and presented a bottle of
perfume for each of the
ladies.
• Mens Saturday Golf
Competition - First: John
Lavelle, 42 pts, 14 h/cap;
Second: Garvin EVans, 36
pts, 18 h/cap; Front nine:
Gerry Baker, 18 pts, 12
h/cap; Back Nine: Peter
Reynolds, 19 pts, 15 h/cap.
• Ladies Saturday Gold
Competition - First: Pat
Egan, 33 pts, 19 hicap;
Second: Lilian Baker, 33
pts, 23 h/cap; Third: Maeve
Clonan, 29 pts, 29th h/cap .
• Peter Reynolds and Garvin Evans with Brendan Byrne, Sanbra Fyffe,
sponsor.
• Brendan Byrne of sponsor Sanbra Fyffe with the winner at Westport,
Joh~Lavelle,and Garvin Evans, Captain BTU.
• Ladies winner Pat Egan with -Nora McDonagh, Ethna O'Doherty,
Brigid Delaney, Rita Somers and Lilian Baker.
• Jim Smith, John Ennis and Tony Delaney.
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IMI GALWAY CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
• Left to right: Gerald King, Conor Lennon, Dell Lundy, Paddy Andrews, Donal McNamee and David
Moore.
Additionally, the specify-
ing consultants are
circularised at regular inter-
vals so that they too are
fully aware of what's happ-
ening in the marketplace
and the type of product
being carried by the stock-
ists. All of this literature
takes the form of educat-
ional and reference data.
Not surprisingly, IMI
now hold a little over 66010
of the total copper tube
market in Ireland but the
indications are that this will
be substantially increased in
the coming 12 months.
There is already a very
marked response to the new
service being offered by the
company and this, coupled
with the fact that the
product on offer is to the
highest standards while
being competitive in price at
the same time, should swing
the balance still further in
their favour.
And deservedly so.
• Chairman and Managing
Director, Chris Gibson.
ucts,
Consequently, there are
now two representatives
calling on clients at regular
intervals while the strength-
ened back-up facilities at
head office 'act in an ad-
visory and consultancy
manner.
I~ • .D~t~bution is strictly via'
'builders providers and
merchants, all of who are
provided with regular data
sheets and bulletins to help
them keep abreast of devel-
opments and also facilitate
easier order-placing.
Irish Metal Industries
Industry Leaders
For Ball ACentury
Additionally, delivery
dates, sizes and quantities
ordered can be altered at as
little as a day's notice while
urgent requests can be proc-
essed on an immediate
basis.
In fact, there is a whole
new enthusiasm evident at
IMI geared towards the
changing market demands
brought about by the
current recession. The cust-
omers' requirements come
first and it is to this end that
newly-appointed Sales Dir-
ector Paddy Andrews and
Sales Co-ordinator Dona1
McNamee have developed
their new marketing
strategy.
There is nothing complic-
ated or especially clever
about it really. , . indeed,
its strength lies in the fact
that it is simple. The basic
principle revolves around
the fact that IMI now see
themselves as offering a
service to the industry they
supply, not merely prod-
This year's golden jubilee
celebrations at Irish Metal
Industries mark a signif-
icant milestone, not just for
the company itself, but for
the nation's construction
industry as a whole. A
Government Minister
recently described IMI as
"one of the country's most
strategic industries" ... a
description which is fully
justified.
Over the course of the
last 50 years IMI has supp-
orted high levels of employ-
ment while at the same time
spearheading the import!
substitution drive by
manufacturing copper
tubing of all sizes - from
Y2" to 2" - to the most
stringent quality require-
ments.
Right from the outset
there has been a substantial
investment in plant and
machinery at the Galway
factory (see over) with con-
tinuous financial injections
as and when required.
This pattern has been re-
peated right up to the
present· with the recent
acquisition of yet another
Schumag machine which,
apart from allowing
increased production, will
also improve still further
the already first-class
service provided to cust-
omers.
In fact, it is in this area of
customer service that IMI
really excels. To begin with,
there's the unquestionable
high quality of the tubing
itself - every inch to come
out of Galway is to IS 238
1980. Other manufacturers
can also produce to this
specification but only IMI
Galway have been awarded
the accompanying designat-
ed IIRS Mark. This follow-
ed exhaustive examination
and un-announced factory
inspections by the Authori-
ties until they were satisfied
that the company complied
with the rigid requirements
of the specification.
Merchants and dealers
are not expected to place
minimum orders; any
reasonable quantity will be
supplied. Naturally though,
where bulk quantities are
involved, special discounts
apply. Delivery schedules
are also flexible and can be
altered to suit particular
requirements.
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IMI GALWAY CELEBRATES 50 YEARS
• Manning the vacu-blast machine are
John Ward and Basil Folan.
• Matt Golding conducting the tagging
operation prior to drawing.
• Pat Twohy, Production Co-
ordinator with Sarah
Munnally, Customer Liaison;
Michael Ryan, Director/Gen-
eral Manager; and Jim
Woods, Works Engineer.
• The Schumag machine is
critical to the production
process. Sean Foley is seen
here at the controls.
---
-..
While strict quality control
procedures coupled with
advanced production meth-
ods are the cornerstone of
Irish Metal Industries'
success, the contribution of
their long-serving machine
operators has also been a
significant factor.
The vast experience of
employees with over 25
years service (of which there
are many) guarantees the
stringest adherence to mini-
scule tolerances while at the
same time ensuring a
continuance of this attitude
in new apprentices.
The nett result is the
production of superior
quality copper tube meeting
all the specified standards,
including IS 238: 1980.
The history of the IMI
plant in Galway goes back
as far as 1934 when the
then Minister for Industry
and Commerce, Sean
Lemass, performed the off-
icial opening ceremony.
However, the entire prod-
uction facilities were com-
pletely overhauled in 1975
when two new 90' double
draw benches were added,
in addition to a Schumag
combined drawing and fin-
ishing machine and a Birlec
continuous annealing furn-
ace.
The basic raw material
arrives from Yorkshire
Imperial Metals in Kirkby
in the form of half-hard
temper copper tubes meas-
uring 30' in length. Specific
dimensions are 48.8 mm
(bore) by 2.54 mm (wall
thickness by 33Kgs (speci-
fied weight).
The first stage in the pro-
duction process is the tagg-
ing operation whereby one
end of the copper shell is
pointed or squeezed to
provide a grip for the draw-
ing machine. As already
stated, there are two draw-
ing machines, one a double-
draw bench and the other a
single draw.
Effectively, the double-
draw unit has twice the
capacity of the other, being
able to handle four plug
rods instead of two. How-
ever, they both operate on
an identical cycle, one or
two rods being drawn while
the remainder are being
simultaneously loaded.
This part of the process is
controlled by 11 drawing
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to the future and, in an-
ticipation of increased
demand for their high-
quality copper tubing, a
secoRd Schumag machine
will be installed in October
next to boost production.
It is this ability to com-
bine modern technological
advancements with their
unique historical experience
which has kept IMI to the
forefront in copper tube
production.
.. P~tricia Tighe. Quality Contro; supervision with chargehand Tom
Rattigan.
• Sean McPhilbin conducting one of the sawing operations.
responsibility rests with
Director/General Manager
Michael Ryan who is
highly-respected in the ind-
ustry. His many years of ex-
perience are complemented
by that of his staff, partic-
ularly the long-serving
machine operators, the
result of which is a very
unified and thereby pro-
ductive manufacturing op-
eration.
But IMI are also looking
wall thickness; straighten-
ing the tube by a series
of rolls; stamping the
manufacturer's name, the
date and relevant standard
mark on pre-prescribed
lengths; and the final cuts
to those lengths which are
generally a standard 5.5
metres. However, any
length can be accommod-
ated.
Finally there's the vacu-
blast machine which forces
an abrasive through the
tubes' inners to guarantee a
smooth, toxic-free finish.
All throughout the manu-
facturing process there are
quality checks and control
procedures which are
backed up by a quality con-
trol department under the
guidance of Patricia Tighe.
However, overall factory
• Christy Philbin at the controls of the double-draw machine.
• Vinny Corcoran supervising the feed to the anealing process.
pass-cards" which are ess-
entially computer-prepared
schedules written to suit the
tube size required. They are
based on all the necessary
relevant data such as
tooling, dimensions, toler-
ances, etc.
Next comes the sawing
procedure which is literally
as one would imagine. IMI
have three sawing machines
where the rods, having been
drawn, are cut to the
desired length.
Then of course there's
the annealing stage which
comes in after the pen-
ultimate drawing action
before the tube goes on to
the Schumag machine
which performs a number
of important functions such
as the sinking operation
which determines the final
IHV • July /984 /9
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IRISH METAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
I.M.I. IRISH COPPER TUBES
TO 1.5. 238: 1980
Product Description
Light Gauge Copper Tube In Half Hard
Temper (Condition 1/2 H) complYing with
the requirements of 1.5.238 : 1980
Application
SUitable for hot and cold water and gas
services, sanitation and central heating and In
building work of all deSCriptions: and for
numerous engineering applications.
Specify
I.M.1. Irish Copper Tubes to 1.5,238: 1980.
Standards
Manufactured to: 1.5.238 . 1980
'Copper Tubes for Water, Gas and Sanitation'
From: Non-arsenical copper to 851 172
(C 106) or arsenical coppel to 8.5.1.174
(Cl07)
IRISH METAL INDUSTRIES LTD.
Factory: Earls Island, Galway - Tel: (091) 62483
Sales Office: 5-9 South Frederick Street, Dublin 2 - Tel: (01) 765801
20 IHVN, July 1984
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SN,IOVVOUR
HOL'DA V JIII'TH
'DIEAL STIELRAD
• Brian Jordan of Jordan Plumbing & Heating with Ciaran Tighe and
Frank Somers, Glowing Heating; Aubrey Weir, A A Weir & Co; and
Willie Pollard, P J Matthews.
P J Matthews & Co Ltd re-
cently held a trade demons-
tration in the Burlington
Hotel of the Ideal Standard
range of gas boilers for the
domestic market.
Ideal have a very compre-
hensive range of wall-hung,
floor-standing and back
boilers with fire fronts.
Briefly, the ideal range has
two wall-hung models with
outputs ranging from 5.9
kw (20,000 Btu( to 22.00 kw
(75,000 Btu) in convention-
al (cf) and balanced flue (rs)
models. These boilers are
mainly for natural gas but
there is a towns gas rs
model of 14.7 kw (50,000
Btu) output available.
The floor-standing range
consists of the Ideal E with
outputs of 11.7 kw (40,000
Btu) to 29.3 kw (100,000
Btu) in cf and rs models.
For towns gas and the
Mexico Super from 8.79 kw
(30,000 Btu) to 34.64 kw
(125,000 Btu) for natural
gas in cf and rs models.
There are also two slimline
Mexico models available of
11.72 kw and 16.12 kw
output. These are only 10"
wide.
The Ideal Cavalcade is a
back boiler with a fire
front. It comes in a range of
two back bolers which are
matched with five fire
fronts. The output to water
is 11.7 kw (40,000 Btu) for
14.7 kw (50,000 Btu) with
3.7 kw (12,500 Btu) into the
room. These are only
available for natural gas.
All Ideal towns gas boil-
ers are convertable to
natural gas.
P J Matthews and Ideal
Stelrad have combined to
offer contractors an attrac-
tive scheme to promote use
of the Ideal boilers, it is
called Holiday Hoarder.
For the coming heating
season they are offering a
£10 holiday voucher with
every boiler purchased.
These vouchers can be
saved up and used in
Budget Travel towards the
cost of a holiday any time
until the end of 1985.
• Matt Gallagher of P J Matthews with Jimmy Farrell and Paul • Drendan Pollard with Paddy McLoughlin, Gerry Monaghan and Shay
O'Shaughnessy of New Dublin Gas. Clarke. '
1
• Liam Darnes, Darnes Dros, with Tony Laurence, Ideal Stelrad; Paul • Michael Pollard of B P Pollard and Ronnie Colvin with K . L
Doyle, New Dublin Gas; and Tom Wright, Ideal telrad. and Derek Patterson of P J Matthews. evm ong
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BaaM MARKS.,. IN
"SARS .,.a eaMS7
ENERGY CONSERVATION
EMPHASIS FROM CARlYlE
• The SOPQ020 heat pump completing the Carlyle range of packaged air
to air rooftop units available from Walker Air Conditioning.
A friend recently asked
"Where have all the heat
pump conferences gone?"
and I must say I was stuck
for an answer. So, what is
happening with heat pumps
and heat recovery? The
answer is of course that,
after the early high profile
days of energy conservat-
ion, engineers and indeed
everyone involved with
energy have had to take a
hard look at what is avail-
able - and the relative
costs of both installation
and running before a major
investment is made.
The first nut to crack was
the initial cost of heat
recovery and heat pump
systems. In the case of the
domestic heat pump, which
is what we are going to look
at, the problem is two-fold.
Firstly, as the heat pump
is based on conventional re-
frigeration technology and
equipment, true mass prod-
uction is not available as
yet. Secondly, the method
of cooling open to most
users is through refrig-
eration and so this tech-
nology has to an extent a
captive market.
How can prices be
brought down? As stated
earlier, mass production is
the easy answer but sales
have to come first to make
this viable. So what else can
be done? Improvements in
compressor and heat ex-
changer design would be
good starting places, espec-
ially if the changes were sig-
nificant.
Taking heat exchangers
in domestic heat pumps,
they usually have to be test-
ed to 30 bar so the domestic
heat pump can operate at 15
bar, higher boiling point re-
frigerants, with lower sys-
tem pressure requirements
could be used to achieve the
same temperature condit-
ions.
Refrigerants that have
been experimented on in-
clude RII and R114. With
the R11, the upper oper-
22 IHVN. July 1984
ating pressure of a domestic
heat pump is only 3 bar.
Therefore, in principal plas-
tic pipes and fittings can be
used and even mass prod-
uced heat exchangers made
for other uses could be
adapted. RII is also one of
the least expensive refriger-
ants on the market.
There are practical prob-
lems using RII though and
compressor design would
have to take the properties
of this gas into account as
well as the fact that certain
plastics may become un-
stable through long term ex-
posure to this refrigerant.
In the longer term it must
be said that it is possible
that plastics could be devel-
oped, not only for piping,
but also for the main com-
ponents such as heat ex-
changers and compressors.
So what other problems
face the heat pump outside
initial costs? One of the
great stumbling blocks as
Carlyle energy conservation
products are designed to use
low grade sources of heat to
produce high quality
heating and thereby save
energy. The Carrier Corp-
oration has over 50 years of
experience in making such
equipment and has the
backing of more than 50
million US dollars invested
in research and develop-
ment each year.
Carlyle is the brand name
used in Ireland and the UK
by Carrier and some im-
portant items of Carlyle
equipment are
manufactured with the
specific purpose of using
heat that would otherwise
be expensively wasted. The
Heat Machine for example
is capable of extracting
waste heat from any source
of water for use in heating
many see it is the fact that,
to work efficiently, a heat
pump should be air to air
and not air to water. This of
course goes against the
common method in this
country at least of heating
the home with a wet system.
So the use of a heat pump in
existing homes would either
mean the scrapping of the
present wet system or the
difficulties of installing a
blow air system in an
already-completed build-
ing.
Other countries, such as
the United States, have a
large number of air condit-
ioned or warm air systems
and this is the reason that
there are an estimated three
million heat pumps in the
US and only 100,000 in
Europe.
The new house market of
course would have neither
of the two affore-
mentioned disadvantages
but, with house prices at
commercial and industrial
buildings. It can deliver up
to 6kW of heat output for
every IkW of electric input,
thereby offering significant
energy and cost savings
such an all time low and the
level of new starts equally
depressed, it is hard for the
moment to see any great in-
terest in heat pumps from
this sector of the market.
However, there are some
heat pump installations
throughout the country and
most of the ones investig-
ated are proving to be com-
petitive in terms of running
costs when compared with
other systems.
So what of the future? It
would seem that the indus-
trial market would be the
place where most of the
work will be done with heat
pumps and heat recovery.
However, with subsequent
developments in
equipment, the spin off for
the domestic market will be
great. Viewed against the
present limited life for fossil
fuel supplies, this could be a
boom market in years to
come.
over conventional fossil
fuel or electric boilers.
Through the use of a re-
frigeration cycle the Heat
Machine removes heat from
water in the temperature
24
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• The Carlyle Heat Machine from Walker Air Conditioning.
J.J.SAMPSON & SON LTD.
Unit 71
Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate
Dublin 10
Telephone: (01) 268111
Telex: 92219 jjss eim
Heat Pumps
Conference
Interest in heat pumps is ex-
panding at a terrific rate for
they offer lower-cost energy
at useful temperatures by
an energy upgrading
process.
Because of the temper-
with refrigerant heat re-
claim coils to provide auxil-
iary heating.
Details from Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd, Dublin
Industrial Estate, Finglas
Road, Dublin 11, (Tel:
300844); and 9a Cherryhill
Road, Dundonald, Belfast,
BT16 OJH, (Tel: Dun-
donald 5234).
commitment to energy con-
servation. In itself the use
of a heat pump may allow
the cost of a heating boiler
to be eliminated. Once
again an enormous choice
of types and size allows per-
formance requirements to
be met exactly. Carlyle heat
pumps use high efficiency
coils, some such as the
38RQ are even designed to
provide extra coil-surface.
Compressors and coils are
computer matched.
Like many of the other
models, the 50 series of
single-package heat pumps,
suitable for residential,
educational, commercial or
industrial applications, has
additional energy efficient
features such as the Econo-
frost defrost system with
Chronotemp control which
provides lower power con-
sumption and higher COP
in a heating mode. Most
can also be fitted with
economizers with enthalpy
control for between season
cooling using outside air,
and some can also be fitted
range of 10°c to 46°c and
nHses the temperature to
useable levels (50°c to
70°c). Typical water
Sources include pond water,
condenser water from other
refrigeration machinery,
waste water from industrial
processes or even waste
water from dishwashers in
hotels and restaurants.
Heat machines are avail-
able in 17 sizes ranging in
heating capacity from 50
kW to 1050 kW output.
Some installations might
see the Heat Machine oper-
ating where Carlyle recip-
rocating or centrifugal chill-
ers are already in use. These
ther machines exhibit
ome important energy
saving characteristics. Some
of the chillers are in fact
available in heat reclaim
versions and, overall, the
choice of products on offer
means that the exact mach-
ine can be found to suit any
application.
Carlyle heat pumps, too,
eXhibit many features which
demonstrate a proven
Danfoaa commercial--
refrlgeratfon controls
ere used all over the
world because
- Danfoss has the
Widest range of valves
and regulators for all
types of commercial
refrigeration plant.
- Experience, highly
develoj:led production
facilities and advan-
ced quality control
methods ensure all
the Danfoss products
the same high quality.
- High quality means
dependability, reliabi-
lity and long life.
- It pays to buy all con-
trols from same supplier
Le. simplified delivery
and service.
- Danfoss controls not
only meet the market
demands of today, they
are designed to meet the
demands of tomorrow.
34018
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EXTENSIVE DAIKIN CHOICE
FROM COOLAIR
atures involved, heat pumps
are particularly applicable
to heating and air condit-
ioning systems in building
and, as their use increases
and costs fall, this will
become more so. If you
want to find out more
about heat pumps from
people who have installed
and used them, go to the
"Heat Pumps for Buildings
2" conference on 24/25
October, 1984 at the RlBA
Building in London.
This is a major confer-
ence at which heat pump in-
stallations in a number of
buildings will be described
in detail and the whole sub-
ject thoroughly investig-
ated. The conference is
interdisciplinary, so
whether you are a building
owner or occupier, a prof-
essional, a contractor or a
manufacturer, you will find
something of value.
Further details from:
Diana Bell, Construction
Industry Conference Centre
Ltd, PO Box 2, West POO,
Nottingham NG8 2TZ.
The most comprehensive
range of heat pumps and
heat pump packaged air
conditioners, made by
Daikin, is available ex-
clusively in Ireland through
Coolair Ltd of Dublin and
Cork.
The selection on offer
from Daikin is wide and
varied, ranging from multi-
system room air condition-
ers and small split-system
units to larger packaged
water chiller units.
One of the newest addi-
tions to the Daikin range is
the heat pump multi-system
room air conditioner which
is available in wall or floor
mounted units. The system
is capable of connecting
two or three fan coil units
with a single condensing
unit, which allows them to
be installed in different
rooms for independent or
simultaneous use. The
system is also reversible to
provide a cooling operation
in summer months.
For offices, shops,
boutiques etc, the Daikin
Sky Air split system heat
pump is ideal. In a choice of
floor or ceiling mounted
units, the Sky Air has an
auto-swing mechanism to
distribute air evenly around
a room through concealed
vanes in the air discharge
grilles.
The Daikin range of air
to air heat pump packaged
units has three model varia-
tions, comprising the UH,
FRY/CRY and
EFHY/ERY types and each
using a 50 HZ power sup-
ply. The UK model is
designed to convert heat
from outdoor sources to
warm air discharging to in-
door space and can be
reversed to allow a cooling
operation.
The FRY/CRY models
are designed for heating
and cooling operations by a
changeover switch. The
FRY units are packaged
floor standing types for
indoor installation,
matched up to the CRY air
cooled condenser units. The
EFHY is a ceiling mounted
direct blow unit, linked
with the ERY condenser,
and is designed for outdoor
heat pump applications.
Daikin also offers an ex-
tensive range of heat pump
water chillers, with the ~
UWY Air to Water models
and the UWY Water to
Water Units. These have
proved particularly popular
in industrial installations.
Detailed information on
the full Daikin range is
available from Coolair at
Tallaght, (Tel: 511244; or
Cork 503630).
DA//(/N
Heat Pump
Multi-System Room Air Conditioners
WALL MOUNTED UNIT
Mallow Road, Cork, Ireland.
Tel.: (021)503630, Telex: 26152
• INDEPENDENT OR SIMULTANEOUS USE
• REVERSIBLE FOR SUMMER COOLING
• ADDITIONAL ECONOMIES OVER OTHER SYSTEMS
• QUIET OPERATION
25 Cookstown Ind. Est., Tallaght, Co. Dublin, Ireland.
Tel.: (01)511244/511540 Telex: 31689 COOL El
...
-- ~
FLOOR MOUNTED UNIT
AIR CONDITIONING/AIR DlMltIMlTlON
coolairi
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During the cold season of
the year, it is often difficult
to supply warm air to high
premises in such a manner
that it will reach the places
where it is best needed.
Large temperature differ-
ences usually occur between
floor level and the roof. To
improve the conditions, un-
necessary high air flow may
have to be supplied, or the
air may have to be highly
overheated, and either costs
money.
But Dirivent keeps it in
place and reduces energy
consumption.
Energy.
Usage
Reduction
by ASEA
The D(RIVENT system increases the number of local air changes in the
occupIed zone, thus substantially reducing the concentration of welding
fumes, dust, smells, e'tc. in this zone.
DIRIVENT®
controls the ventilation
and reduces the cost
o Uniform temperature distribution
o Better dilution of the air carried pollutions
Directing nozzles instead of ducts are used for distributing
the treated ventilation air - horizontally as well as
vertically, The air can thus be distributed over a large
surface and can be directed to the points where it is best
needed. The momentum necessary for conveying the
supply air to the required place is supplied at all times.
This technique therefore allows large flows of air to be
directed uniformly and without draughts to all parts of the
premises, and this also applies to buildings of complicated
design. In addition, warm air is prevented from collecting
under the roof as it does in conventional installations.
DIRIVENT can reduce a temperature differ-
ence of 15°C (27°F) between the floor and
roof to 2°C (4°F).
Q ASEA
ELECTRIC (IRELAND) LIMITED
4 Mount Street Crescent, Dublin 2.
Telephones: 767033, 764736
Telex: 30710 ASEA El
-n
is unnecessary to build up
the necessary working pres-
sure.
Furthermore, the
hermetic pipe connection
excludes the risk of loss of
refrigerant during the
process because of leaky
joints, and ingress of atmo-
spheric air into the pipe
system to the charging
board.
The liquifier is an exten-
sion of the company's range
of production and service
equipment for hermetic
refrigeration systems which
makes good evacuation and
accurate charging possible.
It is available on both 220V
and 115V versions and can
be built together with a
manually operated charging
board to form a portable
unit.
At the same time Danfoss
charging boards can now be
supplied with a pneumatic
charging gun for direct con-
nection the process pipe for
the refrigerant system.
For further information
contact J J Sampson & Son
Ltd, Unit 71, Cherry
Orchard Industrial Estate,
Ballyfermot Road, Dublin
10, (Tel 268111); Telex
92219.
• The new Danfoss liquifier, seen here with a manually-operated
charging board to form a portable unit.
r-----------------------...J
It is very important for
manufacturers of refriger-
ators, freezers and similar
equipment that the
components they use in
heir products can live up to
e guarantee offered by the
finished product.
This applies primarily to
the hermetic refrigeration
system where Danfoss, with
more than 30 years' experi-
ence in manufacture of
hermetic compressors and
systems, is known as
guarantor for satisfaction
of this demand.
But the service life of the
finished product depends
on more than good com-
ponents. Accurate charging
of refrigerant into the
hermetic system which is
free from strange gases, is
also extremely important
and, because of its know-
how, Danfoss can also
render extensive service in
his field.
For many years Danfoss
has marketed charging
boards designed for pro-
duction and service, and as
a completely new feature a
liquifier is now introduced
which departs from tradi-
tional methods and makes
supply of refrigerant simple
and sae under all condi-
tions.
A pressure/liquid gener-
ator is connected to the
charging board. It consists
of a cooling/heating pump
system with a built-in re-
frigerant pump which
means an unbroken
hermetic pipe connection
from the refrigerant tank to
the charging board.
The liquifier ensures that
the refrigerant will always
be supplied to the pump in-
let in the liquid state. Re-
frigerant is supplied steadily
with no risk of cavitation,
and the generally known
method for heating the tank
NEW DANFOSS
REFRIGERANT
CHARGING
SYSTEM
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IENIIIIlGNAfIENTAL
At:IENCIIES
ed in the sales of heat pump
and heat recovery equip-
ment into the Northern Ire-
land market since its incep-
tion.
Distribution agreements
Environmental Agencies
Limited, formed in May
1983 and an associated
company of Environmental
Supply Company Limited,
has been successfully engag-
• Dirivent: The above example shows how the distribution of air from a warm air furnace plant has been
improved in a welding workshop. At the same time as the mean temperature in the occupied zone has increased
by about 9°C (l6°F), the number of local air changes was doubled, thus reducing the gas concentration without
increasing air volume and supply temperature.
better environment.
Additional important ad-
vantage of the Dirivent
system is that it can be
installed in existing plants,
to improve the pattern of
air flow and the temper-
ature distribution.
Since a lower total air
flow is necessary, the instal-
lation and operating costs
are significantly low.
The warm air is deflected
down into the occupied
zone and thus ensures a
more uniform temperature
distribution in the premises.
The right air at the right
]?lace creates a more com-
fortable indoor climate, im-
proves contentment and'
contributes to appreciably
reduced energy consump-
tion and thus lower oper-
ating costs.
The Dirivent system usual-
ly offers the ideal solution
to ventilation problems in
large industrial premises,
due to a high number of air
changes in the occupied
zone.
The ventilation air is
directed by small jets of air
from special nozzles to the
place where it is needed,
e.g. where more air, more
cooling or more heating is
required.
Dirivent can manage this
better and thus creates satis-
factory air conditions
wherever good, effective
and draught-free ventila-
tion is to contribute to a
THERMAL TECHNOLOGYtTD
Product Range
The most comprehensive range ofproducts and services you
will get from one company_
Energy Recovery Equipment
RR ROTARY REGENERATORS ITHERMAl
WHEEl). Highest efficiency air-to-air
controllable heat exchanger, for HEVAC
and industrial apptications.
HP HEAT PIPE UNITS. Advanced
counterflow air-to-air heat exchanger for
HEVAC/industrial applications. Heat cycled
within each pipe using refrigeration
process. Wide range of sizes.
TR GLASS AND METAL TUBE HEAT
RECUPERATORS. Medium to high
temperature air-tQ-air heat exchangers..
Corrosion resistant and unaffected by dirt.
Separated airstreams.
PR PlATE HEAT RECUPERATORS. Air-to-
air heat exchanger with airstreams
counterflowing on opposite sides of the
plates. Range of sizes and four models for
HEVAC applications.
RA TWIN COil RUN-AROUND UNITS.
Exhaust air heated coil transferring heat to
supply air coil. Good for retrofit and multi·
duet jobs.
REPRESENTATIVES IN N. IRELAND ...
G. W. MONSON & SONS LTO.
18 Ballyblack Road, Newtownards, Co. Down
Tel: Newtownards 812350
26 lHVN, July /984
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THERMAL
TECHNOLOGY
have been concluded giving
the company the sole
marketing rights for the
Hitachi range of air con-
ditioning products, this
range includes the very
popular Utopia range of
heat pumps and also the
Sanyo range of small air
conditioning units and heat
pumps. The company acts
as agents for Flakt Limited,
one of the world's leading
specialists in all forms of
heat recovery sytems.
Leslie King is the director
responsible for providing
design and selection assist-
ance for any of the above
products.
Details from Environ-
mental Agencies Ltd,
Connswater Industrial
Estate, East Bread Street,
Belfast BT5 4PZ, N Ireland
(Tel: 084 53329/53320);
Telex: 748136.
PRODUCT
REVIEWS
To guarantee your inclusion in all relevant
"Product Reviews" and to ensure timely
notification of the date of publication,
readers are invited to fill in the form below
and to forWard it to the address listed as
quickly as possible.
. .
Supplier/Distributor .
Address .
Brand Names .
Product Category .
Specialist printers of
magazines. brochures etc.
offering a complete design
to print service.
MERCURY PRINT LTD.
5-7 Main St.• Blackrock.
Co. Dublin. Tel: 885001
Telex: 92258
Please allow us to quote
for your requirements.
Next month'~ product reviews will be
on:
(a) Air Heaters
(b) Insulation - Thermal and Sound
Please return to: The Editor, Irish H&V News, 5/7
Main Street, Blackrock, Co Dublin, (Tel: 885001);
Telex: 92258.
AnothBr magazine
printed by
----------><6
heat pipes and run around
coils.
Thermal Technology Ltd
has been formed to meet the
demand to conserve energy
and contain escalating fuel
costs.
Some of the most
established personnel from
heating, ventilation and
associated industries have
formed a company with col-
lective experience in excess
of one hundred years in the
design and application of
energy recovery and steam
boiler equipment.
They know that the pre-
amble to an installation -
problem definition,
problem solution, estimated
energy savings etc, are
essential requirements to a
cost effective installation.
To give the most efficient
energy saving service they
offer a most comprehensive
"before and after sales ser-
vice" for their products.
Their after sales service is
considered far more
seriously than just a sales
inducement. In order to
maintain the high efficiency
of their energy-saving
eq'uipment, they will
provide a commissioning
and, if required, on-going
regular contract mainten-
ance service.
Thermal Technology
intend to provide the most
comprehensive range of
products and services you
will get from any company
associated with this work.
Details from Thermal
Technology Ltd, 18 Bally-
black Road, Newtownards,
Co Down, (Tel Newtown-
ards 812350).
After tackling the normal
good housekeeping energy
conservation measures,
many chief engineers are
unsure of what should be
done next to reduce fuel
costs. The answer of course
is to carry out the next
project which gives the best
capital payback. Air-to-air
heat recovery installations
provide exceptionally good
payback periods, in the
order of nine months to
three or four years, and
must be seriously consider-
ed as the next stage of
energy conservation.
First of all a source of
waste hot air or gas has to
be recognised. Typically
is might be from a dryer,
aper making machine,
kiln, paper coating
machine, stenter, wool
dryer, metal treatment fur-
nace, paint spray booth,
natural gas-fired boiler etc,
or even something as simple
as a factory ventilation
system.
All of these various ex-
haust air discharges contain
contaminants of one sort or
another ranging from water
vapour through to complex
mixtures of dust, fibres,
product carryover, oils,
solvents etc. All of these
contaminants can be handl-
ed successfully provided the
right heat recovery unit is
chosen and the ductwork
and fan systems correctly
designed.
The most efficient up-to-
date air-to-air heat recovery
units include rotary
regenerators (Thermal
Wheels), plate recuperators,
glass tube recuperators,
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Incinerators
Range 2 cwt . 1 ton per hour
HOVAL-BIRAL PUMPS
Range ~gpm 1.075 litres per sec) to 350gpm
126.25 h~es per sec). Hydraulic & Dynamic
balanCing ensures vibrationless running.
RANGE - 500,000 to
5 MILLION BTU/HR
MANUFACTURED
IN LIMERICK
WEISHAUPT BURNERS
Oil. Gas or Duel Fuel
Using light. Medium and Heavy Oils and
all types of Gas. Range 80.000 Btulh to
96 million Btu.
JAMES GLEESON & co. (ENGR.) LTD.
HOVAL
BOILERS
Boiler Range
Oil/Gasrrri-fired
60,000 Btu/h to 20 million Btu
HOGFORS BOILERS
Range 80.000 Btulh to 4.5 million Btu
low. Medium and High Pressures
CAHERDAVIN, ENNIS ROAD, LIMERICK. TEL: (061) 54455/51731 TELEX 28287EI
Marstair Star Performers
Hilo (Split)
Capacity: 9,000 to 24,000 Btu/hr.
Star (Package)
Capacity: 9,000 to 23,000 Btu/hr.
Pennine (Heatpump Split)
Capacity: 12,000 to 18,000 Btu/hr.
While the Marstair range is already widely used throughout the country, the appointment of
Temprite Services as sole agents will mean an even greater market penetration. Temprite have the
knowledge and cabability which, when matched with the excellent quality and reliability of Marstair
products, results in a highly-efficient serv.ice to the client.
For details contact
TEMPRITE SERVICES LYD.
Air Conditioning and Heating Engineers
1 CARYSFORT AVENUE, BLACKROCK, Co. DUBLIN. TEL: 886739/831596
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trimmers and curb attent-
uators.
Details from Environ-
mental Supply Co Ltd, Unit
35, Connswater Industrial
Estate, Belfast, BT4 lAL,
(Tel: Belfast - 53329); and
Dan Chambers Ltd, 57/58
North Brunswick Street
Dublin 7, (Tel;
720555/720448).
The range comprises
three types of grille for diff-
ering partition thicknesses.
The DSR-40 grille is manu-
factured in two parts, each
fitted with a 35 mm border
and is suitable for a partit-
ion thickness of 40mm,
while the DSR-110 is des-
igned for a 100 mm thick
partition. The DSRC-55,
has a flange on one side
only.
All three types of
acoustic transfer grille are
available within a range of
modular sizes varying in
width from 325 mm to 1025
mm and in height from 125
mm to 1005 mm .
Details from Ventac &
Co Ltd, Grand Canal
Quay, Dublin 2, (Tel:
713499); Telex: 25307.
Waterloo Acoustic Transfer
Grilles
There are nine sizes in the
centrifugal range providing
air volumes from 50 to
10,000 cfm with 10 axial
models which handle higher
volumes up to 16,750 cfm.
Europak ancillaries
include speed controllers,
soaker sheets, shutters, dis-
charge and motor side
guards together with
IHVN. July /984 29
Waterloo Grille Co Ltd -
Essex-based leading manu-
facturers of specialist air
terminal devices - main-
tain their impressive record
of product innovation with
the recent launch of Series
DSR acoustic transfer
grilles.
Developed by Waterloo
for use where a reduction in
noise transfer or "cross-
talk" from one space to an-
other is desired, the DSR
grilles are suitable for par-
tition, door or wall mount-
ing.
The acoustic transfer
grilles are manufactured
from aluminium extrusions,
lined on the inside with ac-
oustic damping material.
All flanges are also lined
with an acoustic gasket.
• Developed by Waterloo Grille for use where a reduction in noise
t"!nsfer from o~~ space to another is required, the DSR Series grilles are
sUitable for partition, door or wall mounting. Details from Ventac.
Roof Units'
Europak
Range
Roof Units Group - the
Dudley (West Midlands)
based ventilation specialists
- has published details of
its latest range of
"Europak" roof extract
fans with newly-designed
glass fibre housings.
There are two basic
"vertical" and "low sil-
houette" designs, each
available in axial and centri-
fugal flow versions and
powered by an external
rotor motor with factory-
matched impellers.
The glass fibre housings
are manufactured in the
recently-opened factory
near Roof Units main prod-
uction site with the choice
of a full range of BS col-
ours.
The WC suite is syphonic
in operation with a horizon-
tal outlet. Skin taps are
available in both sizes of
basin.
Additional information
on the new Prelude "class-
ical" bathroom suite can be
obtained by contacting
Shires Ireland Ltd, at
Broomhill Road, Tallaght,
Co Dublin (Tel: 515877).
products.....-- _
-Ilew
Prelude Suites from
Shires
The latest addition to Shires
Ireland expanding product
range is Prelude - an en-
chanting 4-piece bathroom
suite. Classically designed,
the new Prelude Suite feat-
ures an elegent bath which
is fitted with luxury panels.
. .and a styling that includes
a distinctive circular show-
ering area. Shires latest
suite, Prelude also com-
rises a syphonic WC, a
idet plus a pedestal wash
asin.
This suite has the added
bonus of being fitted with
gold mixers, together with a
shower by Da Vinci plus
Serenade accessories. The
bidet is over-rim with a
choice of monobloc or
pillar tap fittings. Shires
popular Allegro bath has
been renamed Prelude, thus
completing this fully co-
ordinated luxury suite.
The new shires Prelude is
designed so that it is equally
captivating in several eye-
catching Shires colours,
including Indian Ivory,
Chiffon, Willow Green as
well as Kashmir Beige, as
illustrated in Shires current
colour chart. The Prelude
Suite can be admired on
pages 4 and 5 of the Shires
full colour Bathroom Book,
which is of course available
free from all builders and
plumbers merchants
throughout the country.
• All Shires baths, suites, showers, screens and enclosures, plus many
bathroom accessories, are marketed and distributed by Shires Ireland
through established builders and plumbers merchants.
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ECONOMIZE .new products.
• Chronogyr - the new electronic room thermostat and timeswitch
from Landis & Gyr. Details from Brown Boveri.
LANDIS & GYR EXTEND
RANGE
circulating pumps.
Comparing actual room
temperature with the set
value, Chronogyr will
switch boiler, pump or
motorised valves on or off
whenever a deviation
occurs.
The setting controls
provide, among other
functions: up to two temp-
erature setbacks within a
24-hour period; change of
the automatic timeswitch
programme by manual
override of the appropriate
setting slider; and frost pro-
tection by maintenance of
an goC room temperature
during stand-by operation.
Details from Brow
Boveri (lr!) Ltd, White
stown Industrial Estate,
Tallaght, Co Dublin, (Tel:
522622).
Continuing the major
assault on the domestic
heating controls market
announced by Landis & Gyr
last year, the company has
now extended its compre-
hensive range of products
for domestic central heating
applications with the intro-
duction of a new electronic
room thermostat combined
with a timeswitch.
Called the Chronogyr
RAV91, the new unit will
exercise temperature
control of separate rooms
or heating zones in private
dwellings and buildings
such as holiday housing.
Chronogyr constitutes an
elegant living room unit
which will switch and con-
trol gas and oil burners,
motorized valves, electric
storage heaters and
Louvre Smoke Ventilator
from Nu-Aire
Nu-Aire Ltd announce an logically beneficial to
extension to their range of occupants during day-to-
natural and powered smoke day ventilation.
ventilators with the intro- Constructed in heavy-
duction of a new range of gauge aluminium alloy to
louvre smoke ventilators. prpvide a robust, Iight-
The new louvre smoke weight and non-rusting
ventilator is designed to casing, the units also
give maximum, un- feature a welded base,
?bstructed outlet for escap- stainless steel pins running
mg smoke in the event of in nylon bearings to ensure
fire, while its high discharge that louvre blades cannot
coefficient allows high jam at high temperatures
natural ventilation rates for when smoke extraction
day to day comfort in most must be guaranteed, and
weather conditions. In its stainless steel return springs
open condition, the unit to protect against debris
presents a clear opening to and airborne contaminants.
the sky, the "sky view" The units also have internal
being regarded as psycho- drain channels protected
Now is the time to economize by investing in Penn quality.
A few basic models which cover most commercial and industrial
applications on both new installations and replacement jobs,
reduce your inventory costs.
Easy installation due to universal mounting pQssibilities and
large wiring space, saves costly installation time.
The Penn P77 single and P78 dual pressure switches are certainly
a qualified investment if you wish to economize on stock,
installation time and service costs.
Leakproof bellows, a high quality contactblock and corrosion
resistant, weatherproof aluminium enclosure cut down extra
service costs.
Naturally your choice is
J~HNSON
CONTR~LS
Penn
Products
r-------------~--,! Please send me detailed information on the P77 smgle and I
P78 dual pressure switches.
I
I Name: ---------------
I Position: ---------------
I Company: _
I
I Address: ---------------
I I
11];111 t' 4 Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12, Tel. 522355,:1f f lano herm LTD 522018,5222229. Telex: 24467.L ~
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• The new Nu-Aire louvre smoke ventilator; details from Eamonn
itzpatrick (Dublin) and W J Hogg (Belfast).
.;
• A Carlyle 51 Series remote control room air conditioning unit, now
available from Walker Air Conditioning.
against blockage by leaves
and debris.
Details from Eamonn
Fitzpatrick, 31 Monaloe
Avenue, Blackrock, Co
Dublin (Tel: 859167), and
W J Hogg & Co LTd, 2
Lower Kilburn Street, off
Donegall Road, Belfast
BTl2 60S (Tel: Belfast
247668).
Attractive RACs from
Walker
The new, attractively-styled The 51 series units are
51 series of small Carlyle superior small room air
RACs for commercial and conditioners with cooling
residential use is now being capacities between 3.08 and
offered throughout Ireland, 5.42 kW and heating capac-
Scotland and the northern- ities between 1.67 and 3.66
most part of England by kW. Designed to the highest
Walker Air Conditioning specifications for maximum
reliability and performance
they also have a powerful
but quiet operation. Optim-
um air circulation is prov-
ided by both vertical and
horizontal grilles and there
is a large easy-to-clean air
filter. The control panel is
designed to be removed and
used for remote control.
Euroseries and Eurofoil - the brandleading slim line axials.Powered by the purpose built
ZA external rotor fan motor- designed for
fans - speed controllable fans which means
total design flexibility.
Slim andcom~d the fans are in-
dividually cartoned, ful assembledand
readv for INOrk, ready or 20 years plus of
hard maintenance free INOrk and with a
recorded failure rate of less than one unft
per thousand you can fft ft and forget ft.
Factory matched motorsand im-
pellers are staticallyand dynamically
balanced to give quiet vibration free
running and the comprehensive andllary
equipmentand extensive controlgear
affords the user the means to deal wfth the
majorityof installations orapplications.
Roof Unft.s Group is a BSI regis-
@ tered firm complying wfth~ BS5750 the standard ofquality..u· control for design, engineering
.' and manufacture
--_.... offans.
__--r=:i;...._1\ONLY ONE ORIGINAL
LONDON FANS & SPARfS (SOUTHERN) LIMITED 01908 2988 LONDON PJ HOUOWAY (SALES) LIMITEO 01-254 8822 LONDON (SOUTH) PJ HOLLOWAY (SALES) LIMITED 01-720 7882 LONDON UNITED ANO GENERAL ENG CO
LIMITED (0992)762313 CROYDON FANS & SPARES (SOUTH EAST) LIMITED01-683 1241 NORWICH MACKLQW INDUSTRIAL LIMITED (0603) 720950 IPSWICH SE5 LIMITED (0473) 48448 HAMPSHIRE PJ HOLLQWAY (SALES) LIMITED
(0264) 63135 AVON ALAN WlLLlAMS &CO LIMITED (0272) 637329 BRISTOL FANS &SPARES (SOUTH WEST) LIMITED (0272) 541191 SOUTH WAlES ALAN WlLLlAMS &CO LIMITED (0446) 743012 BIRMINCiHAM FANS &SPARES LIMITED
021 2366432 LEICESTER FANS & SPARES (ElM) LIMITED (0533) 27021 NOmNGHAM AOVENT VENTILATING SUPPLIES IEM) LIMITED (0602) 414181 MANCHESTER R&SCARTWRIGHTS LIMITED 061-998 9829 MANCHESTER FANS &
SPARfS (NW) LIMITED 061303 8397 LHDS FANS & SPARES (NE) LIMITED (0532) 790501 NORTH WAlES E2M HAnON IFANS) LIMITED 061-223 8122 GAT13HEAD AIRMASTER INSTALLATIONS LIMITED (0632) 605611 NEWCASTlE
UPON TYN: AIR FILTER S£RVlCES LIMITED (0632) 321361 HULlCONTINENTAL ELECTRICAL COMPONENTS LIMITEO (0482) 659300 GlASGOW MORlSON &MILLER ENG CO LIMITED 041-6470825 DUNDEE MORISON &MILLER ENG co
LIMJTED 0382 818677 CHANNEL ISlANDS "'-L1EO HEATING SYSTEMS LIMITED (0481) 49292 BElFAST ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY CO LIMITED (0232) 53329 DUBLIN OAN CHAM8ERS LIMITED (0001) 720448
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PRODUCT REVIEW: SOLID FUEL COOKERS
POTENTIAL NOT BEING
FULLY EXPLOITED
Kamina Chef from Hevac
It is amazing how many in-
ventions which have come
about by development
for wartime purposes
have found their place in
the homes of so many
people. One such invention
was the kitchen range, stove
or if you like, cooker.
The man credited with its
invention was American,
had both an English and
German title, and was
second only in rank to the
Bavarian Elector. Sir Ben-
jamin Thompson was his
name th"ugh he is remem-
bered as Count Rumford.
It was during his associat-
ion with the Bavarian court
in which he was Minister
for War that Rumford
decided that the system by
which each soldier did his
own cooking should be ab-
olished and replaced by a
centralised cooking system.
Thus he invented, not only
the range or cooker as we
know it today, but also
baking ovens for kitchens,
pressure cookers and indeed
the development if not the
invention of the firebrick.
It is very interesting to
note that Rumford also set
down rules on fireplace
construction that have not
to this day been improved
on, and remember all this
happened in the late 1700's,
over 200 years ago.
So what has happened to
the range in those 200
years? Not a lot; that is
until the last 20 years or so
when the major
developments were not on
the cooking end but on
water heating.
Not that there was no
water heating previous to
that time but, because of
lack of development in cir-
culation pumps, most of the
water heating supplied by
cookers was only for the
domestic hot water service.
When the domestic heating
market got moving much of
the development was not in
solid fuel but on the other
32 IHVN, July /984
fuels with only one or two
units on the market with
high-output back-boilers.
When the oil crisis hit Ire-
land there was a massive
swing to solid fuel but, at
the time, the push was on
open-fired back-boilers.
With hindsight we can say
that those were generally
cheap to install and run but
were relatively inefficient.
As time went on consumers
became aware that the back
boilers available at that
time were not able to meet
the demands of full central
heating in the average sized
home. Also, it seemed a
waste not to be able to cook
on the heating unit as well.
So, the popularity of the
solid fuel cooker had a re-
birth.
As mentioned earlier, the
number of suitable units on
the Irish market was limited
so the trade looked further
afield and found a ready
source of supply in many of
the countries of Europe
The Kamina Chef solid fuel
cooker, one of the most at-
tractive and efficient central
heating cookers available, is
distributed exclusively in
Ireland by Hevac Ltd.
It is manufactured in
Belgium by Fondries du
Lion SA which has grown
from a small family-run
concern to become one of
the forerunners in the Euro-
pean solid fuel market.
Using their trade name
Efel, which also covers a
large range of solid fuel, oil
and gas room heaters, they
have also captured a large
market share in the US,
Australia and the Far East.
Hevac Ltd have been sole
distributors of their full
range since January 1984
with the main seller being
the Kamina Chef.
who had for many years
developed the solid fuel
range into a combined heat-
ing/hot water and cooking
unit. This then was the ideal
unit to suit the Irish market
and so they came in in their
thousands from France,
Austria, Germany and
Switzerland.
The boom time for solid
fuel cookers was the late
70's but, by the early 80s,
competition from closed
stoves and back boilers with
high efficiencies (which sold
at far lower prices) proved
detrimental. Finally, the
advent of natural gas In
Cork and Dublin found
solid fuel cooker sales
slumping even In rural
areas. This demise has ·led
to the closure of one large
distribution company and
many others are switching
their product range to other
more profitable lines.
Not that solid fuel cook-
ers no longer have a valid
role in the Irish market
This cooker, finished in a
honey-brown coloured
vitreous enamel, is manu-
factured to the highest
standard and is capable of a
maximum output of 24.4
kw (84,000 Btu/h) with
anthracite; 22.1 kw (76,000
Btu/h) with wood and turf.
Average heat output to
water is 19.2 kw (65,000
Btu/h).
Main features -such as a
large firebox, multi-grate
position with riddler, large
oven and warming drawer,
large cast-iron cook-top
and easy to use cont~ls
plus a sensitive draught
control thermostat all
combine to ensure that the
best value is obtained in
providing the householder
with hot water central
heating and cooking facili-
place. Far from it. There is
still a demand for an all-in-
one capable of providing
heating and cooking facilit-
ies and, to date, nothing has
been developed to better the
solid fuel cooker for this
purpose.
Natural gas has grabbed
the headlines and take
over the domestic heating
market at present but that is
only in the major populat-
ion centres. Rural areas, es-
pecially those outside the
natural gas grid, are the
main stronghold of solid
fuel cookers.
Consequently, suppliers
to the Irish marketplace will
always have a potential
catchment area, especially
considering the geography
and population spread of
the nation. However, just
with all other market
sectors, it has to be properly
developed by way of an
educational and marketing
campaign if this potential is
to be fully exploited.
ties.
Back-up service and
spare parts availability is a
major concern for the end-
user. In this respect Hevac
Ltd offer the full range of
spares ex-stock and a ser-
vice team fully competent in
the repair and maintenance
of this product. With this in
mind the merchant and
contractor can market the
Kamina Chef with confid-
ence.
Improvements in the
manufacture of ~ny
product are a priOrity.
Hevac Ltd, as main dis-
tributor, have had a
number of improvements
such as the protection of
oven-door hinges, the in-
clusion of a shaking grate,
larger flow and return pipes
all of which have eased
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HAMCO INCREASE RANGE
some problems which the
end-user has experienced.
Sales to date have been
most encouraging and are
steadily increasing to a
stage where the Kemina
Chef will be the market
leader in a very short time.
The product range is avail-
able in many outlets
throughout Ireland via
Hevac.
In conclusion, Hevac, as
Hamco Enterprises Ltd, an
Irish company based in
ullamore for over 20
ears, are one of the
companies with the most
experience in the heating
trade. The full range of
Hamco 2,000 solid fuel and
oil-fired cookers are as-
sembled in their modern
20,000 sq ft factory in the
midlands, and distributed
throughout Ireland and the
UK.
There is a Hamco 2,000
PRODUCT REVIEW: SOLID FUEL COOKERS
agents, advise that they
have the utmost confidence
in the Kamina Chef and
welcome any query no mat-
ter how small, which will
help this solid fuel range on
its inevitable way to being
a market leader.
Details from Heva~ Ltd,
Lister Complex, Bally-
mount, Dublin 12, (Tel:
519411); Telex 30324.
solid fuel cooker to suit
everyone, from non-boiler
just for cooking on, right
up to the new powerful
Hamco 2,000 R MK II
capable of heating up to
nine radiators, as well as
simultaneously providing
cooking and ample supply
of hot water for domestic
needs. Both white and
brown models are available.
Hamco also fully as- • The new, improved, Hamco 2000 R, Mark 11, solid fuel cooker
semble the beautiful available from Hamco Enterprises.
Morgan cooker and heater.
STANLEY
SUPER DE LUXE
THE TRADITIONAL
HOUSEHOLD NAME
FOR EFFICIENCY
AND ECONOMY
GET FIVE TIMES
MORE HEAT FROM
YOUR OPEN FIRE
by installing the revolutionary
STANLEY
FIRE-FRONT
STANLEY
HEATPAK
HIGH OUTPUT TWIN FLUE
BACK BOILER
Heats up to 9 radiators
Provides constant hot water
Burns most solid fuels
Easy to clean
Waterford Foundry Ltd., Bilberry, Waterford. Phone (051) 75911
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New designed insulated lids allow top
flue with backwall protection.
When in up position, the whole cast iron
top plate surface is available for cooking and
heating. When extended, cooking surface
exposed for cooking facilities.
Insulated lid for model 8547 and 8548
Rue connection device (top or rear)
Cast iron hot plate for top loading,
IIJ----.:...---- cooking and heating
-+______ Vitreous enamelled panel
H~----- Large front loading door
H..------- Secondary air control
..... Generous sized oven with light
!!!:==='i?!;--==:::'::~~;""'-- and self-cleaning panels
. Aquastat
,.::::...-_- Oven light switch
~ See-through glass
Built-in oven thermometer
........ Decorative glass oven door
Shaking grate
Plate warming drawer
Ashpan door
Heavy duty cast iron locker
............_......__"""!"_-.....--............--+- 4 tappings
Please write or phone for details
McKENNA HEATING LTD.
Commercial Warehousing, Robinhood Industrial Estate, Dublin 12. Tel. (01) 516674/255059.
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• The Stanley SupereUe 80 from Waterford Foundry.
This "olde world" looking
black and brass cooker is
capable of an output of
60,000 BTUs to water and
can thus provide radiator
heat for the above normal
sized Irish home.
Hamco Enterprises Ltd
have increased their line of
quality products they dis-
tribute to the trade in the
last 12 months with the
introduction of
"Smoothline" vitreous
enamel fluepiping, Regaflex
stainless steel flexible
chimney liner, ductpak
ducting kits, ductex extract-
or fans and systems.
amco are also sole agents
r hotspot stove and fire-
lace products. A
comprehensive range of
cleaners and polishes is
available, including stove
glass cleaners, fireplace
cleaners, bar-be-que paints
and cleaners, etc.
Details from Hamco
Enterprises Ltd, Church
Road, Tullamore, County
Offaly, (Tel: 0506 21302/
51207), Telex: 32270.
6EXCELLENT
SALES' AT
WATERFORD
FOUNDRY
he long-established found-
at Waterford was re-
opened under new manage-
ment, Waterford Foundry
Ltd., at Easter 1983 after an
unhappy six months
closure. After their first
year in operation they re-
port excellent sales of the
famous cast-iron solid fuel
Stanley cooker, the revolu-
tionary Stanley Fire-Front,
the Waterford range of
solid fuel stoves as well as
their recently launched
Stanley Heatpak and
Stanley Overnight Burner.
The now famous Stanley
cooker burns any solid fuel
continuously and provid,es
hot water requirements as
well as central heating with
a rated output of up to
45,000 BTUs depending on
the model chosen. Luxuri-
ously styled and finished in
vitreous enamel, it provides
economy, reliability, dur-
ability and versatility in one
compact unit.
The Stanley Fire-Front
converts five times more
heat to useful energy from
an open fire and utilises any
solid fuel. Used in conjunc-
tion with a back boiler an
increase of not less than
30% in back boiler output
is assured. Easy to install,
the Stanley Fire-Front fits
most standard fireplaces
openings 22" high by either
16" or 18" wide.
Early this year Waterford
Foundry launched the
Stanley Heatpak and the
Stanley Overnight Burner.
Made in 16",18" and 20",
the 16" Stanley Heatpak
unit carries 22 litres of
water, allowing it to be
heated progressively by the
1.06 sq m of the heat
absorption surfaces. The
wide flue ways are easily
cleaned and the top damper
controls the flow rate of the
flue gasses to extract the
maximum heat for central
heating purposes.
Because of the construc-
tion of the boiler, adequate
radiant heat is emitted to
the room from the fuel at
all times. This is achieved
by having the front water
chamber sloped rearwards
and permitting a large
heated coal face to be
presented to the room at all
times. This can be expressed
in kilowatts, ie 11 kw to
water and 5 kw to room
when burning fuel at the
rate of 4 kgs per hour is
possible. When smaller
quantities of fuel are
burned, ie 2 kgs per hour,
the output from the fire will
be approx 5 kw to water
and 2 kw to the room. The
centrally plac~d water
tapping points on the sides
of the boiler are ideally
located for easy connection
to the central heating
system.
Domestic hot water must
be heated indirectly at all
times and for this purpose a
110 litre tank with an
indirect coil must be used.
It should not be more than
10 metres from the boiler
for maximum efficiency.
The Stanley Heatpak can be
used with the foundry's
standard fire bar and fret.
When used with the Stanley
Overnight Burner, also new
to the market, this gives
greater control over the rate
of burning day and night. It
can also, of course, be used
to excellent effect with the
Stanley Fire-Front.
The Stanley and Water-
ford ranges of appliances
are distributed by an exten-
sive distributor network all
around the country.
Additional information,
brochures and distributor
lists are available from
Waterford Foundry Ltd,
Bilberry, Waterford, (Tel
05175911).
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Useful Costs (p/kWh) for Different Appliances
Delivered ROOlah.ater, Open Fire with Flued Fluele..4
Cost Freestanding High Output Open Fire Gas Roota lIoilerl Electric Gas/StorageBurner Fire
FUEL Form Boiler, Cooker Back Boiler Heater Heater
Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency Efficiency Efficiencyp/kWh 45% .. 55%
*50% .. 60% 30% .. 45% 20% .. 30% 75% .. 82% 65% .. 75% 100% 90%
Peat KlC Turf 1.01 2.24 1.84 3.37 2.24 5.05 3.37Briquettes, Loose 1.19 2.64 2.16 3.97 2.64 5.95 3.97
Briquettes, Baled 1.29 2.87 2.35 4.30 2.87 6.45 4.30
Coa' House Coal 1.37 3.04 2.49 4.57 3.04 6.85 4.5'7
* Continental Anthracite 2eas 1.98 3.96 3.30
* Standard Anthracite 1.73 3.46 2.88
* Phurnacite 1.85 3.70 3.08
* Elttracite 2.14 4.28 3.57
* Grade A Anthracite 2.31 4.62 3.85
Oil 35 sec. eas Oil 2.62 4.03 3.49
larosene 2.79 4.29 3.72
Gas IIottled L.P.G. 5.04 6.72 6.15 5.60Towns Cas/2 .antbs
Dotsestic Tariff
0 - 16 Thenu 4.85 6.47 5.91 7.46 6.47
17 - 40 Theras 3.S5 4.73 4.33 5.46 4.73
Creater than 40 2.25 3.00 2.74 3.46 3.00
Electricity Off Peak 3.63 4.03
Unrestricted 7.35 7.35
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NB 1. Use aanufacturers recomaended fuel for each appliance
2. !fficiencies quoted are seasonal efficiencies where
Seasonal Efficiency· Conversion Efficiency It Utilisation Efficiency
3. Uelivercd energy costs quoted above are for conditions stated on
IIRS Co~arison of Energy Costs sheet
4. Adequate ventilation required for flueless gas heaters
• In.:reased efficiency indicated for "sllOkaless" fuels
FOR FURTHER IMFORNATION COlWAC'r:
Ib'. H. Cl1f1l8. BE NICE.
Ptoinoipal Soientific 0ffio_.
EnBl'fl1l S8l'l)iofl8. ~
IIRS. BaHymun Road. Dublin 9.
TBl: 370101
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Sponsored by
IRISHH&VNEWS
The third Gas Ireland exhibition will be held in the
Burlington Hotel, Dublin, with open days of 25th
and 26th September, 1984. Since the last Gas
Ireland exhibition, there have been many advances
made both with natural gas and LPG. Dublin has
been linked to the Kinsale gas field, conversion is
well under way while LPG has made great inroads
into many sectors of industry throughout the
country. With all this talk of gas, the entire
country is gradually changing its thinking from oil
to gas for its energy needs and both sources of
gas greatly benefit from this new thinking
"Gas Ireland" will be the major platform from
which many new products and ideas will be
launched and will be a must for everyone involved
with the gas and building services industry.
"Gas Ireland" is being organised by Irish Trade &
Technical Exhibitions UTTEX) Ltd. - one of
Ireland's most experienced organisers of specialist
trade exhibitions including the successful 'lhVex'
biennial heating, ventilating and air conditioning
exhibition which takes place at the Royal Dublin
Society Exhibition Complex in '85 on March 26-27-28.
Further details of "Gas Ireland" are available from
ITTEX, 5/7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
Tel: 885001 Telex: 92258.
IRELAND'S BUILDING SERVICES MAGAZINE
COST
Units A 8' x 8' - IR£580
Units B 8' x 10' - IR£640
Units C 10' x 10' - IR£720
Where additional units are
booked, deduct 20% discount
from second and subsequent
units. Rates are for unfitted
carpeted sites. Please note that
these rates are inclusive of Buffet
charge. All above prices are
subject to VAT.
VENUE
Burlington Hotel,
Exhibition Complex,
Dublin 4.
ADMISSION
By invitation to Consulting Engineers,
Architects, Contractors, Specialist Gas
Engineers, Plant Engineers, Specifiers
and Buyers.
DATES
Tuesday, September 25
Wednesday, September 26,1984
TIMES
11.00 - 8.00 pm Daily
Name ······ · .
Telephone ······ .
Address ··· .
Position · · .
Contact: Joe Warren
The cost includes supply of 100 complimentary Buffet Lunch invitations overprinted with each exhibitor's name.
Exhibitors will then distribute these invitations to their clients prior to Gas Ireland so that key buyers may be
entertained as guests of the event - without further charge to the exhibitor - as part of the major attendance
promotion arranged for Gas Ireland.
------ --I
I
I
I
I
I
Irish Trade & '.chnical Exhibitions (ITlEX) Ltd. 5/7 Main Street, Blackrock, Co. Dublin. I
'.1885001 '.Iex 92258.
______________J
Company ······· .
............................................................................................................
BUFFET
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